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ACADEMIC SENATE 

Executive Committee 

Academic Senate Agenda 

Tuesday, September 19, 1989 

UU 220 3:00-5:00 p.m. 

Member Dept Member Dept 
Andrews, Charles Acctg Murphy, James (C) IndTech 
Borland, James ConstMgt Murphy, Paul Math 
Boynton, William Acctg Simmons, James English 
Dobb, Linda Library Vilkitis, James (Secty) NRM 
Freberg, Laura Psy/HD Weatherby, Joseph PoliSci 
Gooden, Reg PoliSci Wilson, Malcolm VPAA 
Kersten, Timothy Economics Copies: Warren Baker 
Lutrin, Sam (VC) StLf&Actvs William Rife 
Moustafa, Safwat MechEngr Howard West 
I. 	 Minutes: Approval of the September 11, 1989 Executive Committee minutes 
(to be distributed). 
II. 	 Communication(s) and Announcement(s): 
III. 	 Reports: 
A. 	 President's Office 
B. 	 Vice President's Office 
C. 	 Statewide Senators 
IV. 	 Consent Agenda: 
v. 	 Business Item(s): 
A. 	 Resolution on Evaluation Procedures and Criteria-Murphy, Chair of the 
Personnel Policies Committee (pp. 2-11 ). 
B. 	 Resolution on Retention of Probationary Faculty-Murphy, Chair of the 
Personnel Policies Committee (pp. 12-15). 
C. 	 Resolution on The Engineering Research and Development Institute-Walsh, 
Associate Dean, SENG (pp. 16-31). 
D. 	 Resolution on CAM 543 Regarding Indirect Cost Sharing (ARDFA Facilities)­
Moustafa, Chair of the Research Committee (pp. 32-38). 
E. 	 Vacancies: 
1. 	 Academic Senate representative for part-time faculty 
2. 	 GE&B Area "E" (Physio, Soc, Psy Dev) - one vacancy 
3. 	 Committee vacancies: 
SAED - Instruction, Status of Women 
SBUS - Status of Women, Student Affairs 
- Replacement of George Beardsley to the Fairness Board in 
place of Ray Haynes 
SENG - Const & Byls (replacement for Niku), Library 
SLA - Fairness Board 
SPSE - Const & Byls, Elections, GE&B (replacement for Murphy), 
Fairness Board (replacement for Fields), Long-Range Planning, Personnel 
Policies 
SSM - Status of Women 
VI. 	 Discussion Item(s): 
A. 	 Academic Senate goals and direction for 1989-1990 and beyond. Please be 
prepared to discuss your ideas/suggestions re Senate goals and direction and the 
implementation of same. 
) 	 B. Comments/additions to the continuing committee charges noted on page 39 (p. 39). 
VII. Adjournment: 
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Adopted: 
ACADEMIC SENATE 

OF 

CALIFORNIA POLYTECHNIC STATE UNIVERSITY 

San Luis Obispo, California 

AS- -89/ 

RESOLUTION ON 

EVALUATION PROCEDURES AND CRITERIA 

WHEREAS, 	 Campus Administrative Manual (CAM), section 341, is 
currently out-of-date; therefore, be it 
RESOLVED: 	 That the current CAM 341 be deleted; and, be it further 
RESOLVED: 	 That the following CAM 341 be added: 
CAM 341 EVALUATION PROCEDURES AND CRITERIA 
A. 	 Procedures 
1. 	 Evaluations shall be conducted in accordance 
with Article 15 of the Memorandum of 
Understanding (MOU) between the California 
State University (CSU) and Unit 3 Faculty. 
2. 	 Each school or other organizational unit 
(e.g., library) shall develop its own written 
statement of procedures and criteria for each 
type of personnel action. (In this section, 
the use of the word school includes the 
library and other organizational units 
covered under the Unit 3 contract.) 
Departments desiring to develop statements to 
serve as addenda to the school-wide statement 
may do so. Full-time probationary and full­
time tenured faculty may participate in the 
development andjor subsequent amendment of 
these procedures and criteria. School and 
department statements are subject to review 
and approval by the school dean and the Vice 
President for Academic Affairs, and shall be 
in accordance with the MOU and university 
policies. 
3. 	 Timetables for evaluations shall be published 
annually and shall be developed in 
consultation with the Academic Senate. 
4. 	 The terms Personnel Action File and Working 
Personnel Action File are defined in Article 
2.17 	of the MOU and will hereafter be 
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5. 
6. 
7. 

referred to as the Files. All evaluators 
must sign the logs in the Files before they 
make their recommendations. It is the 
professional obligation of all evaluators to 
review the information in the Files before 
they vote or provide a written 
recommendation. 
At the department level, the department 
head/chair is the custodian of the Working 
Personnel Action File and, if appropriate, 
the Personnel Action File; at the school 
level, the custodian of the Files is the 
dean; at the university level, the custodian 
is the Vice President for Academic Affairs. 
Custodians of the Files and Peer Review 
Committee (PRC) chairs shall ensure the 
confidentiality of the Files. Normally, 
there shall be no duplication of file 
materials except for copies made for the 
candidate or appropriate administrator, or 
for distribution at PRC meetings. At the 
conclusion of each PRC meeting, the PRC chair 
is responsible for the collection of all 
duplicated materials. The only exception to 
this policy is that- copies of the candidate's 
resume may be distributed to PRC members for 
use at times other than PRC meetings. After 
the PRC has made its recommendation, the 
copies of the resume shall be collected by 
the chair. 
Each PRC evaluation report and recommendation 
shall be approved by a simple majority of the 
membership of that committee. There are 
occasions when a member of a PRC may feel 
that sjhe cannot evaluate a candidate for 
some reason; e.g., conflict of interest, 
prejudice, or bias, etc. In such a case, 
that committee member will not participate or 
vote in the evaluation of that candidate. 
For purposes of determining a simple majority 
vote of the PRC, the membership of the 
committee shall be defined as those faculty 
casting yes or no votes. 
Evaluative statements shall be based on the 
Files and should be validated with evidence 
such as class visitation, measurement of 
student achievement, course outlines and 
tests, significant curricular, scholarly, and 
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8. 
9. 
10. 
committee contributions, publications, and 
opinions of peers and students. If, at any 
level, the evidence is judged unsatisfactory, 
or if it does not appear to support the 
recommendations made, the Working Personnel 
File shall be returned to the appropriate 
level for clarification. 
When recommendations of the department 
headjchair andjor school PRC andjor dean are 
not in conformity with the recommendations of 
the department PRC, a full explanation of the 
reasons for the contrary recommendation shall 
be conveyed, in writing, to the department 
PRC by the first level of review at which the 
contrary recommendation is made. 
Recommendations of PRC's at each level 
(department or school) must be accompanied by 
one of the following: 
a. 	 A majority report and a minority report 
(if applicable). Both reports must 
include substantiating reasons and each 
report must be signed by those PRC 
members who support the report and the 
substantiating-reasons. 
b. 	 Individual recommendations from each PRC 
member (who participated in the 
evaluation). These recommendations must 
include substantiating reasons and must 
be signed. 
c. 	 A combination of "a" and "b" above: a 
majority report, a minority report (if 
applicable), and individual 
recommendations from those members of 
the Peer Review Committee who support 
neither the majority nor the minority 
r~port. In any event, each report or 
recommendation must include 
substantiating reasons and must be 
signed by those who support it. 
Department headsjchairs and deans shall use 
the Faculty Evaluation Form (Form 109) to 
evaluate faculty for retention, tenure, and 
promotion. Comments regarding student 
evaluations must be included in Section 1 of 
Form 109. 
Guidelines for student evaluations are found 
in Administration Bulletin 74-1. School and 
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department procedures for student evaluations 
shall be in accordance with this 
administrative bulletin and the MOU. 
B. 	 Criteria 
1. 	 Evaluative criteria shall emphasize teaching 
performance, but also should include 
professional growth and achievement, service 
to the university and community and 
possession of appropriate academic 
preparation. Although teaching effectiveness 
is the primary and essential criterion, it 
alone is not sufficient for retention, 
tenure, and promotion. 
2. 	 The intensity of the evaluation process will 
vary in accordance with the academic position 
of the candidate. For example, the granting 
of tenure requires stronger evidence of 
worthiness than retention, and promotion to 
Professor requires a more rigorous 
application of criteria than promotion to 
Associate Professor. 
3. 	 Evaluation of faculty involves a 
"comprehensive assessment" with appointment 
and retention seen as leading to tenure. It 
should be understood that if a faculty member 
does not have the potential to achieve 
tenure, then that individual should not be 
reappointed. Similarly, a candidate who does 
not have the potential for promotion to 
Associate Professor and Professor should not 
be granted tenure. This does not mean that 
retention is a guarantee of tenure nor is 
tenure a guarantee of promotion. 
Proposed By: 
Personnel Policies Committee 
Date: September 19, 1989 
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3ll0 PROMOTIONS. REAPPOINTMENTS. TENURE, AND TERHINAIIO~ 
31l1 Evaluation Procedures and Criteria 
31j 1 . 1 Academic Employees 
A. 	 Consultative Procedures 
Only tenured faculty, department heads, and other academic administrators may 
participate in deliberations, voting, and formal recommendations at all level~ of 
review on appointment, reappointment, tenure, promotion, and termir1ation of 
faculty. Such recommendations must originate at the department or, where a~~->li­
cable, school or division level, and pass through appropriate levels to the 
University President or a designee. 
Information from other faculty members, students, and any other sources is to be 
considered by those who originate the first-level recommendations and by those who 
review those recommendations. 
The Personnel Review Committee of the Academic Senate shall serve as a university­
wide level of review of faculty personnel actions relating to retention, tenure, 
promotions, termination, and leaves with pay. Although this committee does not 
function as a grievance body, it may review and make recommendations within the 
guidelines outlined below in those cases where there i:; di:;<.tgreement among the 
recommendations made by the department committee!';, department heads, and school 
deans; or in other cases when a faculty member believes that unusual circumstance:; 
have resulted in an unjust decision. However, the committee shall not review a 
case unless the faculty member has requested such review in writing. The findings 
and recommendations of the Personnel Review Committee shall be submitted to the 
President via the Vice President for Academic Affairs with a copy to the ::;chool 
dean in accordance with dates specified in subsequent sections. (See Appendix V.) 
To insure consistency in the application of criteria by individual departments, 
divisions or schools, the Personnel Review Committee shall have access to a 
sampling of positive recommendations for comparison purposes. 
Professional judgments are not subject to review by the Personnel Review Committee 
except in cases when there is an indication that prejudice, capriciousness, 
discrimination, or other improper conditions were involved. Where no improper 
circumstances are found to exist, the resources of the Personnel Review Committee 
should not be used to question the professional judgments of those fixed with a 
more immediate responsibility for faculty performance. Therefore, in reviewing 
cases the Personnel Review Committee should be concerned only with whether: 
1. 	 Established procedures were followed; 
2. 	 The recommended action was based on discrimination or prejudice; 
3. 	 Sufficient information was considered in the procedures to warrant the 
recommendation; 
ll. 	 All relevant information was considered; and 
5. 	 Departments, divisions or schools were consistent in the a pplication of stated 
or established criteria. 
Upon receipt from the Vice President for Academic Affairs of the names of 
individuals whose cases represent disagreement among recommendations cited above 
or whose recommendations were all neg at 1ve, the Chairperson of the Personnel 
Review Committee shall inform these individuals that they may re4uest a review by 
the committee. In such invitation the Chairperson shall make it clear that the 
Personnel Review Committee will be concerned with any or all of the five items 
enumerated above. 
1\ddcd "1.:1rch, 1 97 8 
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Further, the Chairperson shall direct those persons requesting review to restri c t 
any comments and supporting data to the five items enumerated above. Those 
requesting review shall also send copies of their request, comments, ~nd 
supporting data to their department head and to their dean or division head. 
Upon receipt of such a request the committee Chairperson shall notify the dearr a nd 
department head concerned. The dean and department head s h<d 1 send c opies of 
their comments, if any, to the PRC and to the faculty member rcqueslillf', r·evicw. 
The Personnel Review Committee shall review the case and make a report lu Lire Vic•~ 
President for Academic Affairs. 
B. 	 Performance Evaluations for Reappointment, Promotion, and Tenure 
Performance evaluations of all academic employees are made annually for 
promotions, for tenure, for reappointments, and for any other recommended 
personnel action. Performance evaluations for full- and part-time lecturers arc 
made annually by June 1. (See faculty Evaluation form, Appendix I.) 
It is the responsibility of the department head to render all possible advice a nd 
assistance to members of the department in carrying out their teachin~, <Jssign­
ment::~, and particularly to new members of the department. This would include 
personal observation of the classes assigned new faculty members. The purpo se of 
such observation is to assist the teacher through constructive criticism, Lo 
provide a more systematic basis for the evaluation process, and to assure thaL the 
fundamental objective of quality instructional programs is being met. Regul<:or 
periodic conferences should be held at least once during the rcappoinLnrcnl cycl e 
and at other times as deemed necessary by the tenured r e viewing racul ty <nrd 
academic administrators with each probationary faculty member to pr0v1de lire 
latter with full perspective concerning strengths and weakn e sses, possible me ;; n s 
of improvement, and the current prospect for reappointment or tenurt. ( 
C. 	 Post Tenure Peer Review 
Schools and departments, with student participation, should develop procedures for 
peer evaluation of tenured faculty instructional performance including currency in 
the field, appropriate to university education. The procedures shall be compa t ­
ible with the following University guidelines: 
1. 	 Annually, department heads and deans will be required to evaluate tenured 
Assi::~tant Professors, steps 1- 4; tenured Associate Professors, steps 1- 1l; 
and tenured Professors, steps 1 3, for merit salary adjustment pur[Jo:;e s 
only. This will be accomplished by using pages 4 and 5, Form 109 (Faculty 
Evaluation Form). 
Assistant Professors, step 5; Associate Professors, step 5; and Professor· s , 
steps 4 and 5, shall undergo post-tenure peer review at least once every f1v c 
years. In addition, if a department he<Jd or dean has reason to believe llral a 
faculty member is performing unsatisfactorily, a post-tenure peer review l.Jy 
the departmental full Professors shall be conducted as soon as possible. 
2. 	 Post-Tenure review of Professors 
a. 	 All Professors at Step 4 shall undergo a [lOSt-tenure peer review by th e 
departmental tenured full Professors prior to June 1 of Lhe ac<Jdenric yc3r 
they reach that rank/step. 
b. 	 Peer review of tenured Professors, Step 5, shall occur at le<J:;t unce ~very 
five years after initial evaluation. 
(1) 	 Only departmental tenured full Professors are eligibl~ to [J3rlici[Jale 
at the first level of peer rev1ew. 
Hc v is ed November, 1 98 0 
1\dded November, 1980 I• 
I 
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(2) 	 If the department has no tenured Professors, the evaluation shall be 
conducted only by the department head and dean. Consideration shall 
be given to student evaluations. 
( 3) The criteria for post-tenure review of full Professors will be the 
same as for promotion to the Professor level, unless supplemer1tal 
department or school criteria are approved. 
3. 	 Post-tenure peer review of Associate Professors 
a. 	 During the academic year that a tenured Associate Professor reaches Step 
5, one of the following two courses of action shall be taken: 
( 1) If the professor requests promotion consideration, the evaluation 
shall be conducted under established promotion procedures and 
criteria. Such evaluation will be considered as satisfyine; the 
requirements for post-tenure peer review. 
( 2) If promotion consideration is not requested, a peer review by the 
departmental professors shall be made in accordance with Board of 
Trustee policy. 
(a) 	 The criteria for post-tenure review shall be the same as for 
promotion to Associate Professor, unless supplemental department 
or school criteria are approved. 
(b) 	 If the department has no tenured Professors, the evaluation shall 
be conducted by the department head and dean. Consideration 
shall be given to student evaluation. 
(c) 	 Peer review of tenured Associate Professors, Step 5, shall occur 
at least once every five years. 
b. 	 Although post-tenure peer review of Associate Professors below Step 5 is 
not required, such faculty shall arrange for periodic conferences with the 
department head and senior faculty for advice and assistance regarding· 
progress toward promotion during the year they are at Step 3. 
q_ 	 Post-tenure Review Assistant Professors 
a. 	 During the academic year that a tenured Assistant Professor reaches Step 
5, one of the following two courses of action shall be taken: 
( 1 ) 	 If the professor requests promotion consideration, evaluation shall 
be under established promotion procedures and criteria. Such 
evaluation will be considered as satisfying the requirements for 
post-tenure review. 
(2) 	 If promotion consideration is not requested, peer review by the 
department Professors shall be made in accordance with Board of 
Trustee pol icy. 
(a) 	 The criteria for evaluation shall be the same as for the award of 
tenure, unless supplemental department or school criteria are 
approved. 
(b) 	 If the department has no tenured Professors, the evaluation shall 
be conducted by the department head and dean. Con:>ideration 
shall be given to student evaluations. 
b. 	 Post-tenure review of tenured Assistant Professors, step 5, shall occur at 
least once every five years. 
~JJcJ November, 1980 
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5. The Faculty Evaluation Form 109 can be used in its present form or modified as 
appropriate to meet specific departmental or school needs. The peer evalu­
ation may be in a written narrative form signed by the committee chairman or 
by individuals who reviewed the professor. The evalualion sh;dl include the 
process used, the reasons for recommendations, and evidence in sufficient 
detail to validate the findings. In those instances where the consultative 
evaluations represent a consensus opinion signed by the committee chairperson, 
the filing of a minority report by committee member(s) whose opinions differ 
from the views expressed in the majority report should accomrany the majority 
report at the time it is forwarded to the department head. 
6 . 	 Post-tenure peer evaluations shall be forwarded to the department head no 
later than May 1. Department heads' eond deans' evalualions should be com­
pleted prior to June 1, using Faculty Evaluation Form 109 The deparlment head 
shall meet with each faculty member evaluated to discuss the results of the 
evaluations. If. areas for improvement are identified, the department head 
shall advise the faculty member of avenues for assistance available within the 
department or university. The written evalueolions shall be placed in the 
faculty member's personnel file which is maintained in the school dean's 
office. 
D. 	 Evaluation Criteria 
Each school or other organizational unit shall develop, consistant with general 
university policy, its own written statement of procedures and criteria for each 
type of personnel action. Departments desiring to develop statements to serve as 
addenda to the schoolwide statement may do so. Members of the school and/or 
department, whether tenured or not, shall equally participate in tt1e development 
and/or subsequent amendment of these procedures and criteria. School and depart­
mental statements are subject to review a11d approval by the school dean and the ( 
Vice President for Academic Affairs. The President will approve criteria for 
personnel actions for the Division of Student Affairs. 
Evaluative criteria shall emphasize teaching performance, but also should include 
scholarly and creative achievements, contributions to the community, contributions 
to the institution, and possession of appropriate academic preparation. Although 
teaching effectiveness is the primary and essenti<.d criterion, it alone is not 
sufficient for appointment, retention, tenure, and promotion. The intensity uf 
the evaluation process will vary in accordance with the academic position of the 
faculty member. Thus, granting of tenure requires stronger evidence of worthiness 
than reappointment; promotion to Professor requires a more rigorous application ,,f 
criteria than promotion to Associate Professor, etc. 
However, evaluation of faculty involves a "comprehensive assessment" wilh appoint­
ment and retention seen as leading to tenure. It should be understood that if a 
faculty member is not 1 ikely to pass the test for obtaining tenure, then the 
individual should not be reappointed; if the faculty member does not have the 
potential for promotion to Associate Professor or beyond, tenure should not be 
accorded. 
Each faculty member subject to evaluation shall update his/her personnel file, I
using the Faculty Resume Worksheet appearing in CAM Appendix XII ~~ a guide. The 
basic evaluation of a faculty member's teaching ability and professional compe­
tence will be made by colleagues in that field and the department head. The 
faculty member will be evaluated in accordance with the e~tablished criteria for 
professional performance and comparatively against the performance of colleague~. 
In those schools and/or departments where the ev<.lluation procedure calls for a 
vote by faculty members conducting the evaluation and meoking a recommendation, the 
statement of procedures and criteria shall identify how ~bstention votes are to be 
treated. 
1\ducd ·~ovcmbc ~ , 1 9 8 0 I 
Hcvised 1\uqust, l9H2 r 
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faculty members should be advised prior to initial appointment about the 
importance of teaching effectiveness and the emphasis on particular criteria which 
will prevail in later decisions on reappointment, tenure, and promotion. For 
example, if the doctorate is required for tenure, the faculty member should be so 
advised. 
E. Justification for Recommendations 
Evaluative statements should be validated with reliable evidence such as class 
visitation, measurement of student achievement, course outlines and tests, 
committee work, publications, opinion of peers and student.::;, <lnd statement of Lt11~ 
faculty member being evaluated. If, at the level of tile department head or dean, 
the evidence is judged to be unsatisfactory, or if it does not appear to support 
the recommendations made, the file will be returhed to the previous level for 
amplification. 
When recommendations of the department head and/or the dean are not in conformity 
with, or are subsequently changed :~o they are not in conformity with, the recom­
mendations of the faculty unit or committee consulted, full explanation of the 
reasons for a contrary recommendation should be conveyed to the faculty unit or 
committee consulted and to the individual involved by the first level reviewer 
expressing a contrary recommendation. 
F. Guidelines for Student Evaluation o·f Faculty 
See Administrative Bulletin 74-1 in the Appendix. 
3ll 1. 2 Support Staff Employees 
Performance evaluations of support staff employees will be made after 3, 6, and 9 
months of employment during the probationary period; and for permanent employees, 
annually. Permanent status is established after 12 months of approved full-time 
service. (See Support Staff Employee Performance Evaluation form, Appendix II) 
The supervisor will use the Support Staff Employee Performance Ev<lluation form tc;~ 
evaluate staff employees during their first year of probation and arrnually thereafter~ 
The Staff Personnel Officer will act as the reviewing officer for the purpose of 
verifying completion of all evaluations and noting any problems that appear to require 
further action. 
3 41.3 Administrative Employees 
Performance evaluations for administrative employees will be made at the end of the 6, 
12, and 18 months of employment during the probationary period; and for permanent 
employees, annually. Permanent status is established after two years of approved 
full-time service. The supervisor will use the Administrative Employee Evaluation 
Form in Appendix III to evaluate administrative employees. 
3 41.4 Instructional Department Heads apd Academic Deans 
See Administrative Bulletins 77-2 and 74-2 in the Appendix. 
341 .5 Evaluation of Academic Administrators 
The following resolution was adopted by the Board of Trustees regarding the evaluation 
of academic administrators: 
"Academic administrators serve at the pleasure of the President. It is the 
policy of the CSUC that all academic administrators be evaluated at regular 
intervals. It is necessary that the evaluator be aware of the preception of 
those who work with the administrator. The President shall develop pro­
cedures for the systema\..ic acquisi\..ion of information and comments, and from 
Added March, 1981 
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appropriate administrators, faculty, staff and :.;tudents .in the work ur the 
administrator to be evaluated." 
Campus policy implementing the resolution adopted by the Board of Trustees is 
described in this section. 
Tenure does not apply to academic administrative assir.,nments. Persons serving in 
academic administrative assignments shall retain any tenure riehts already e<Jrned 
either as an academic or administrative employee. Persons initially employed in 
academic administrative assignments at the campus st1all, while serving in such 
assignments, serve a probationary period toward and may acquire academic or adminis­
trative tenure according to the relevance of their assignment and qualifications for 
either an academic or administrative position. While on probationary status, such 
employees will be subject to annual performance evaluations in accordance with 
applicable procedures and criteria for their respective division (Academic Affairs, 
Administrative Affairs, or Student Affairs). Those employees who are lenured and 
serving in academic administrative assignments will be evaluated at least once every 
three years. The evaluator will use Administrative Evaluation Form (Personnel Form 
139) to conduct performance reviews. 
Prior to October of each year, the Director of Personnel Relations will prepare a 
list of academic administrators who are subject to evaluation that year,_ Upon receipt 
of this list, the evaluator should request input., as <.~ppropriale, from administrators, 
faculty, staff and students. Evaluations should be completed and discussed with the 
person rated prior to June 1 of the same academic year. 
The Executive Vice President, Vice President for Academic /\ff<Jirs and the Ocan of 
Students will be either the rating or the reviewing officer for their rc:.;JJ<:clive 
divisions and will be responsible for monitoring and verifying the cumplelion uf <Jll ( 
evaluations pursuant to this policy. 
342 Promotions 
342.1 Criteria for Support Staff and Administrative Promotjons 
Whenever possible, promotions will be made from within the staff ba~ed upon the 
following factors of evaluation as listed in order of importance: 
A. 	 Demonstrated ability in terms of the job to be done 
B. 	 Reliability 
C. 	 Willingness to work with and cooperative attitude toward fellow workers 
D. 	 Loyalty 
E. 	 Length of service 
342.2 Academic Promotions 
_____,- ' 
A. 	 Eligibility 
-------- r 
1. 	 Per~ons occupying academic rank position.s IJut <J:; :; igned [.uJ··r"~::---lu nonin­
structional duties will be considered for pro1110~-1ly the ddminislr<~liun; 
persons assigned to both teaching and instruc ~-adm1nistral1ve dutie~ will 
be considered for promotion in both 
2. 	 Normally promotions m<.~y be made only after lt1e r 
completion of at lea of service in the fifth salary 
step of the of overlapping steps in salary r<~nges between 
academic s, an individual will receive <Jt Lhe lime or promotion a one-step 
Individuals arc not cl igible for promotion in academic 
/\dded March, 1981 
Revised 1\pri l, 1983 t• 
I 
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Adopted: 
ACADEMIC SENATE 

OF 

CALIFORNIA POLYTECHNIC STATE UNIVERSITY 

San Luis Obispo, California 

AS- -89/ 

RESOLUTION ON 

RETENTION OF PROBATIONARY FACULTY 

WHEREAS, 	 Campus Administrative Manual (CAM), section 343, is 
currently out-of-date; therefore, be it 
RESOLVED: 	 That the current CAM 343 be deleted; and, be it further 
RESOLVED: 	 That the following CAM 343 be added: 
CAM 343 RETENTION OF PROBATIONARY FACULTY UNIT MEMBERS 
A. 	 Procedures 
1. 	 Performance reviews for the purpose of 
retention shall be in accordance with CAM 341 
and Articles 13 and 15 of the Memorandum of 
Understanding (MOU) between the California 
State University (CSU) and Unit 3 Faculty. 
2. 	 Applicants for retention shall submit a 
resume which indicates evidence supporting 
retention. This resume shall include all 
categories pertinent to retention 
consideration: teaching activities and 
performance, or librarian effectiveness and 
performance; professional growth and 
achievement; service to the university and 
community; and any other activities which 
indicate professional commitment, service or 
contribution to the discipline, department, 
school or library (in the case of 
librarians), university, or community. 
3. 	 Recommendations for retention are based on 
the same factors as for promotions (see CAM 
342.2.B.4). 
Proposed By: 
Personnel Policies Committee 
Date: September 19, 1989 
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343 	 Reappointment Procedure:; During Probation;.,r:~ f'eru;d (See CAH 344 ! \'lr tt'!'IUrC 
appointments.) 
. ..3 4 3. 1 	 Procedure for Probationary Academic Employees (See Appenaix v for :J..::1~0U!.t: of 
Deadl1nes.) 
A. 	 Each year oy October 1, the Director of Personnel Relations ~1ll send to 
directors, depar tment heads, division heads, school deans, and vice presidents a 
list of academic personnel in their respective ar'!JS of responsibility ~ho .,.Lll 
have comple~ed at the close of the current c~lle;e year ~ ne or ~or~ ~ro~3t:~~arj 
years of service. The ~recessing of evaluati ons and r~cc~mendations f~r :ca~~m:~ 
;:: e r s c nne l ( C .J u n s e l or s , Stu •1 en t A f fa i r s 0 f f i c e r s , ~ 1 b r 3 r i a n:; , an u .~ c 3.:: e :n : ; -~;.: ;]ll :: : s­
:.rat.vrs) ;;nde!'" :.he Dean of Students, the 2:xecuti ve Vi.:•! ?rest er.t, :onJ :~e . ~;~ 
?:-es:dent for Academic Affairs is subj~ct to the .;arne· procesure:.: 'lm: ;~a,;~ :n':!:; a:.; 
outlined in ::.his section. The only except~on i :; !. hut :.he:;.: r t:•.!:;~or::e:--:.:::; t~o"..; of 
rea p p o in t men t or non rea p p o in t men t ( for tenure or non ten u r •) see C.\:-! 34 <> . 2 , A . ) a r e 
sent for appropriate action to the ?resident by t he De a n of Stud~nts anG t.~1e nee 
presidents. For academic employees serving in academic-administrat!'lc '-'SS~€;n­
ments, the Administrative Employee Evaluatio~ Form (Appendix III) is ~sed. 
s. 	 Each faculty member subject to evaluation shall update his/her ;Je!'"SO:H1~~ file, 
using the Faculty Resume Worksheet appearing in CAM Appen(jix :<II Js :; .?,CJ:de. 
Department heads will evaluate personnel on their respecttve lists in ac~ord2nce 
'-lith CAM 31l1. They will submit to their respective scil:.Jol de2:lns :he r•ames or 
;Jrobationary personnel recommended and not re(;ornmcnded Cor appolfn:me~t t'or :he 
subsequent academic year. Submission dates are ~lo·;emuer 1 in ::.h: -; a::;e of 
employees ~;i.th two or more years of probationary ser•;ice, and Janu<lry 17 ~n t!le 
case 0f employees with one year of probutionary servtce. In aJaltton, eacn f:rst 
year probat::.onary faculty member whose academic ranK appointment ~0li0wea 
employment as a full-time lecturer i n the spring , s pring and w!:ot.e r, ':> r :.;pr :ng, 
~ in t e r and fa 11 quarters of the pre v i o us co l1 ~ g e y e iJ r s t1 o u 1 d ~ e e v o i -a tea t:J y 
•'lovemoer 1. !n arriving at the re.commendations, the Jepartment !1ea.:J ·..~::: con5 ult 
tenured members of the department staff, and the results of such co ns~ i -s t~o n must 
be ;:>resented in writing to accompany the recommendations. "'he C0:'1S~ltative 
e•1aluation signed by the committee cha rperson or the committee me:nbers, o r as 
indi·:::.dual!y signed statments, shall includ-e reasons in sufficient. ..:e~ail to 
valiJate the recommendations of the consulted group. In those instances ~nere :he 
consultative evaluat::.on represents a consensus opinion and 1s signe~ by tne 
·:ammitt.ee chair;::;erson, the filing of a minority report by ccmmlt':ee -::e:no~rs .... no::;e 
.Jpinions differ fr::>m :.he •liews ex;:>ressed :.n ~he majorit! report L; ;:;::r::;i::ed 3!1d 
~ncouraged. To ::.nsure consideration, such a minority report shou!d Jc~~~~any the 
:::a~or:ty report at the t~;ne it is for·.o~araed ~u the Llcpar::.ment he<.~Ll . 
.­
~ . 	 3c~oo: deans '-'ill submit their respective lists with tl!~ir own :-ecou.mc~Cn :~ ion:::: 
including those for department heads to the Vice President for Acade~~~ A~fair..; ::>y 
:Jovember 15 in the case of employees with two years of ser·lice, ar.c f:rst yeJr 
faculty .,.ith ~rior f~ll-time lectureship employment as defined tn "3" aco•1e; 'J'f 
Secemoer 5 in :.he ca::;e of employee:; ~ i th three or more year:.; o: ;;er·; tc~; Jnc '::>y 
January 31 in the case of employees ~ith gne year of service. 
) . 	 li":e 'iice President for Academic Affairs wil: submit by :1Jovember 19, )~<;-c~•oer 1~. 
ana ?~bruary 3, respectively\ a lis:ing of the names of personnel nc: re(;ommenc~~ 
:or rea;::poi:1tme!'1t. i:o the chai:-;::~erson of the P'?r:>onnel Clevie•..; Commlctee ~ - :::e 
Academic Senate for review by the Committee. At the request vf ·t:~e ::::a:.!'":;er~cn or" 
the Personne:!. !1.evle''" Commit':ee, the Vice President t'or Acaaeml·~ ;..,-:·a:.:-s sn<J:.: 
provide a sam;Jl~ng of po;;itive recommendat1ons for comparison pur~ose. 
7~e Cha::-pe:-son of :he ?'?rsonnel Review Cor.1m1:.tee ;;p;:Jro;;r~:;:c .. 
'l:.ce ?res:.de!'1':. or Je3n 0f Stuaents by December 1, January 15, ana ~~~r'_jO:f"!' : '~ , 
respec::.vely, :~e resul:s of its !'"eview of t.ne recomm~ndat:ons, to~e:her ~:.:h ::3 
own recommenda::o:1s. 
Revised 1\uq"..:.s':, L982 
Revised :Jece!T.::>e=.-, i982 ~ -­
1 
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F. 	 Actin% for the Pres1dent, the Vice Pres i dent for Academic Affair~ wil! not:~y all 
second year academic employees not being considered for tenure oy Decemoer 1) of 
either (1) reappo~nt:nent to a t h:rd pr obationary year; or (2) ~hat not:.. :~::Ji:.ion 
will be given no l ater than June 1 regarding the third probationary year. 
Academic employees 'With three or more years of probationary service w r\O ar~ not 
being considered :or tenure will be notified by February 5 whether ( 1) :h~ :.,ub­
s e Que n t academic y e;, r is an add it l on a 1 probationary year ; or ( 2 ) the s ~; b sequent 
acacemic ;ear :s ::1 term i na ! not i ce ye a r with termination effect. i'Je a~:. the c:~...: ut 
the :1or. i ce year :.; ~ : h term i na t i on e f fecti ve at the enJ of tho:! not.tce year; ·Jr ( jj 
:.~ a t :"\O" i f : ca: : ~n ..n l ! be 1ven n·o l a t e r than June 1 re~ard::.n~ t he:~ :;::;.·.~:,; ( l r 
:.he :1 e · :. ac ace~: c year . I n a dd:ti.o n, .tac h first y-:~r probatc•Jnc:ry !· o;C'~ ~ : ~: ..: e: :::b>:r­
·.n th ;: r- ~ ·,~:: u s :e ~ : :.: r ~r ~m plo yme:1t (a s ~ E~ fined in "3" above) ·..;L. o-= ~.-. -- ~:~ -:- ·J ~· 
: he 'Ji ·~ ?:-es: ::: e :t : :·;:, r ..\ cademLc Arf a lr s by December 1'5 c o ncer:1: . ,~ r--. :J;_,; ..~ ~ · ~- : ~ ·:"lr.. 
Academ i c e~pi c ~ee~ ~eln& constd e r ed f o r tenure will be not.ifieJ ~n the ~u~~ • t ~~ 
as above >;,y the ?r e :;ident of a ccord l n!l or non accord in~ of tenure. •. See CAM 
} 11~.2 . ) 
G. 	 The same review process as outlined above will be used for tho~e acanemic 
,:Jersonnel who ;.~ere advised that they would receive notice by June concer:1~:;-s 
their status :·or the next academic year. For such <Jcademic person:1e!, the 
deadline schedu:e !isted below will be followed in processin~ recommend~t~ons. 
April 15 ?rom Department to Deans, Division Heads or Directors 
April 23 ?~om Dean to Appropriate Vice President or Dean ~f 
Students 
:-\ay 5 ?r om Vice President or Academic Affair s t o ?er son ~c: 
~ ev.ew Comm i ;~ee, Academ i c Senate 
cia y 18 ~r om Personnel Review Committee to Appropr~at e ~tee 
Pres1dent o r Dean of Students (vtth copy to sc hoo l ~ean ~ 
June 1 ~.ce ?resident for Academic Affairs nottfi e s the i na : v~J­
ual c oncern i ng r e appo1ntrnent ~nd th~ Pre ~1~e :1 t not : f : es 
~he i ndividual c oncerning tenure 
H • . :lecommendations ·"'~ll be based on leaching performam:e Jr1J/or other pro r· e s:; 1 "n J 1 
perfor~ance, ~ro~~ssional growth and achie~ement, service to ur11~~r ~ ::y a~u 
commu:1ity, a~~ s~ch other factors JS ability to relate ~"" i th co.!. ~eJ :; ues·, 
ini:::.acive, c::;::e~a:iveness, dependability, and health. (See F'ac~i:.~.­ ::.- :.; ~~ ;, ;:,1cn 
~or~. Appendix:.; 
~~ n d e r ;: r ov i .s i : n s o [ 5 Ca1. Ad m . Code ~ 356 1 , a fa c u1 t y member s e r" ~ :c ·~ a : ;: 1 r:..! , 
fcur:n, fi~~h, ~:- s1x:h year of probationary service is entitled to :;n ac~~::Jn3l 
acader.1ic year o:· ~::1ployment (identified in Title 5 as a "ter:ninai 'not:ce ' !·ec.r," 
or "ter::1inal year") if the decision to terminate employment 1s c ommun1cateu :J t:he 
faculty member curing any one of those probationary years. 
J . 	 If" tr.e depart~ent head recommends nonreappo intment, a written inv 1 t<J t ~un s:;c;;' b<.! 
forwarded ~y :he cepart:nent head to the i~dividual to di s cuss th~ cc c :s1on; -• Jn 
in i:: ial recomr.1er:c;: icn of non rea opo i ntment is :na<.Je by the scr.oo ~ '~"'J " , : .-: ~ .; -; an 
shall in ·,:.~:.e, ·~ ·..;r~C.ing, the inaividual to discuss the c:ec~s~on 1:1 t :c c: ;:J r~:.;e:1c~ 
of the depar~~e:1~ ~ead. 
mao~K . 	 :~ o t i :· ~ c a::. i .J n s ;::, f reappointment and nonreappoint:m-=nt are "' : :; ;: 
5 Cala Adma ·:oc~ ~~566 as follows: 
1. 	 :I c t::-::at:.Jn ;:- all decisions r~~ardin5 r~appcint:nent ana nonr~ := p ;J.J : ~ :.::-1-2~:--. 
sna:: o~ ~" ~r~ting and signed by the Un1~ers1t:y Pres1den:: or a ~esl~"~e. 
c:: . 	 7~e :10~:.~::~ o :· ..:.nc.cnti.on not :.o r~<:JP;>O!.nt J ;_,rob u t!.un Gi rJ' ...H..:iJ t.:C :-l:l:...: :::::,p~ :.. ·~yt.:-:.:! 
s:-:.a _ :e :-:-:a::~J :J:' certified :noil, return rece1;;t reques-=.~a, t..J ~ ~ e Jc.3J~~~tic 
~mp oyee' ~ :as: ~nown address, or the notLce may ~e ~e!1~er~c t0 t :1e ac3~em1c 
emp :yee :~ =~:-sen ~ho shall acknowl~d~e recelpt of the noL~c e 1n ~r1~:~3. !f 
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such notice is delivered to the academic employee and the employee refuses to 
acknowledge receipt ther~of, the person delivering the notice shall make and file 
with the University President an affidavit of service thereof, which affidavit 
shall be regarded as equivalent to acknowledgment of receipt of notice. 
3. 	 Reappointment to a succeeding academic year may be accomplished only by notic~ ~Y 
the President or a designee. ~otwithstandin~ any provision of the Campus 
Administrative Manual to the contr ary, no person ::;hall be deemed to have ue.:-n 
re3ppointe·J because nottce is not given or recetved by the tin.e ur in ::he m;,nner 
~rescri~ed in the Campus Admini3trative Manual. Should it oc~ur th~t nc not~~e 1s 
r~cei·ted ~y the times prescrlbed in the Campus Administrative Manual, ~t ::> ::.l~e 
Juty af the academic employee concerned to make ~nquiry to deter~ine ::.~e decision 
of ::ne ?resident, who shall without delay Gi·ve notre~ in :;c::ordance ·.<i:.~, :hi:; 
section. 
343.2 Procedure for Administrative Employees 
A. 	 Administrative employees serve a two-year probationary period and are evaluated in 
six-month cycles. At the time of evaluation, the supervisor wtll forward the 
evaluation form together with a recommendation for or a~<Jinst con::.inuance of 
employment through appropriate channels to the dean, division h.:a<.:, or vice 
presidents. (See CAH 344.3.) 
9. 	 In the case of a recommendation against continuance of employment, the Jean, 
d:.vision head, or vice president will forward the ev;;i•Ja::.ion ;"orm ar.t; a copy of 
t~e recommendat1on to the Executive Vice President. 
C. 	 The Exe•;utivoe Vice ?resident will notify the e:nployee of ::he .: e.: i s:~n r.o;:. ~o 
continue employment as follows: 
1. 	 Follow completion of six months or more of continuous ser•Jice, not1;::e s::al~ ::e 
~1ven not less than 15 days prior to the assi~neo aate of separation; or 
2. 	 Following completion of 12 month::; or more of ..:ont1nuous service, notice :;hull 
be 3iven not less than 30 days prior to the <.~ssi~ned date of ~epar~tiun; or 
3. 	 ~allowing completion of 18 months or more of continuous ~ervice, notice :;nall 
:Je ~iven no later than the last day ' or the probationary !J~er:uc1 CJr•J not le::;~: 
than US days prior to the assigned date of sep~ration . 
.l.n acministrat:..ve employee :>hall not become a ~er:nanen::. t:o.Jplvyee vn ·:>.:~:.r,ning 
the third year of service if notice of rejection pursuant to thi~ 3ec:.icn has 
oeen given at any time during the probationary period. 
u. 	 Recommendations will be based on job p.:rformance, p.:r::;onal rel~tionships, 
professional ethics, and acceptance and implementatlon of re:;pective 3epartment, 
school, and campuswide objectives. (See Administrattve Emp~oyee Eva:uation ?orm, 
Appendix EI.) 
343.3 Procedure for Support Staff Employees 
.l.. 	 At ~('.e ti;;1e of ~r.e employee's first and secona perfcr~ance ~vaiua-c..:ons \~n~ 0!, 
third and sixth months of ~mployment), the s~pervisor will :"or~ard the eval~at1on 
:·orm together w1th a recommendation for or agains::. continuan.;e oC empluyme~;: 
through appropriate channels to the dean, d1v1sion hea~. or v1ce ~re:;~3~nts. !See 
CAH 341 . ) 
3. 	 :n the c<Jse of a recommendation against cont1nuance of ~mployment, t11e o;choo~ ..:e3n 
or c~v1s1on heaa, not lat.:r than one month and one ·.;eek prior to tht! ;.>roposc-....: 
~f!ectiv.: aate, w::l for~ard a decision to the Personnel Office. 
of ::J dec :.s 1 :.Jn not :.uc. 	 The ?ersonne.i Office will nor.1fy the employeo;, 
t:1i.S notific:nion one 
~ontn prior to the effective date. 
C()nt:.nue employment. E·1ery effort w1ll be :na<le 
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PROPOSAL TO ESTABLISH 
AN ENGINEERING RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT INSTITUTE 
1. Background 
Cal Poly is primarily an undergraduate teaching institution, and 
the School of Engineering is committed to activities -- such as 
the graduate program, faculty professional development, public 
service, and research and development -- that must complement and 
enhance undergraduate education. 
These activities provide the opportunity to incorporate new 
technologies into the instructional program, allow faculty to 
maintain currency, and provide opportunitiy for increased 
contacts between Cal Poly (faculty and students) and industry and 
government. School of Engineering graduates enter careers in a 
world with rapidly changing technology, and thus must be ready to 
accomodate these changes in their work. 
For many years, applied research and development and other 
applications-oriented engineering activities have taken place on 
campus; both directly as part of the instructional program (e.g 
undergraduate senior projects, graduate theses), as sponsored 
projects under the auspices of the Cal Poly Foundation, or as 
faculty professional development activities. 
The School of Engineering (SENG) has been prominent in the growth 
of applied R&D and other activities on campus. For example, 
Table 1 shows the growth in SENG sponsored contracts and grants. 
Dollar volume has tripled in the last four years (32% annual 
average growth rate) and continued growth is anticipated. 
One issue to be addressed with this expansion of applied R&D is 
the lack of adequate support facilites and services. The 
California State University system allocates resources on a 
formula basis; related to the amount of student instructional 
activity that takes place, and unrelated to R&D activity. For 
example: 
0 No space is assigned for applied ·' research 
laboratories, and no space is provided for 
research staff. 
o If a faculty member obtains release time from 
teaching, in order to pursue sponsored project 
activities, no office space is provided for the 
lecturer(s) hired to replace them. 
o No faculty release time is available for writing 
professional papers or proposals writing; and the 
logistic and clerical support for such activities 
is limited. 
2 
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TABLE 1 
GROWTH IN SCHOOL OF ENGINEERING SPONSORED PROJECTS 
SENG R&D Contracts & Grants 
1983-84 $ 309,000 
1984-85 $ 362,000 
1985-86 $ 425,000 
1986-87 $ 828,000 
1987-88 $ 935,000 
-21­
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To allow continued growth of SENG activities, methods have to be 
found to overcome these formula-based limitations. Space and 
resources have to be provided that encourage the activities. 
One potential resource is Building 04, which was retired from 
instructional service approxima·tely three years ago. Prior to 
the opening of the new Engineering Building 13, Building 04 was 
occupied by the School of Engineering, and was used as department 
and faculty office space and laboratories for the Aeronautical 
Engineering and Civil and Environmental Engineering Departments. 
2. Goals and Objectives 
The first goal of the Institute is to promote the growth of 
engineering activities by providing the faculty with a framework 
and support structure for the conduct of these activities which 
will enhance the instructional program. 
The second goal is to develop closer ties with industry and 
government, thereby giving easier access (a) by faculty to 
practical problems faced by government and industry and the 
resources needed to solve the problems, (b) by industry and 
government to the pool of faculty and student skills and 
activities, and (c) by students to the learning experience, 
financial support, and closer contacts with industry and 
government resulting from these activiti~s. 
The specific objectives of the Institute include: 
1. Provide adequate space in which the activities can be 
conducted. 
2. Provide an administrative support structure to facilitate 
the growth of these activities. The support should include 
assistance in preparing papers and proposals, and clerical and 
administrative support for the conduct of sponsored product and 
other activities. 
3. Provide an information system that (a) helps faculty to 
meet with industry and government representatives an~ identify 
R&D needs and opportunities and (b) helps industry and government 
to gain access to Cal Poly Engineering services, products, and 
reports. 
4. Provide resource seed money and support to help initiate 
promising new activities and/or investigators. 
The above-listed objectives should be accomplished at minimum 
cost, and on- and off-campus sources of funding and support 
should be developed. To avoid unnecessary duplication, existing 
on-campus services and resources should be used where feasible 
andjor cost-effective. 
-22­
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3. Activities 
A wide variety of activities have been carried out by faculty and 
students. They have been sponsored by industry, NSF and 
professional organizations. The existence of an Engineering 
Research and Development Institute as proposed will facilitate 
the growth of such activities enabling a much larger group of 
faculty, students and sponsors to benefit from such partnerships. 
Several significant student projects are underway, including: 
o DaVinci Helicopter Project 
o Human powered submarine project 
o Solar powered vehicle project 
o Space systems project 
There are now 58 Sponsored Research and Development projects and 
other activities underway in the School of Engineering which 
total at over $2,600,000. In addition, there are 35 pending 
proposals which total at over $3,600,000. Information on these 
projects are given in the Appendix. 
4. Organization 
The organization of the Institute is shown in Figure 1. The 
Institute Director reports to the Dean of Engineering. The Dean 
has an Advisory Council that provides guidance and support to 
SENG, including to the Institute. Within the Institute, three 
service areas are identified: facility, administrative, and 
information services. 
The development of the Institute also operates within the 
University Organizational Structure. Figure 2 shows the parts of 
the overall University organizational structure that relate most 
directly to the Institute. 
In the Office of the Vice-President for Academic Affairs, the 
Associate VP for Research and Graduate Studies provides 
assistance on grants and proposal development. The VP for 
University Relations provides assistance with relations with 
industry and private foundations. The Executive Dean supervises 
all campus plant and facilites through Plant Operations, and 
plans and State funding for capital improvements will be 
processed through this office. The Cal Poly Foundation, through 
its Board and Sponsored Programs Office, acts as contracting 
agency for SENG R&D contracts and grants, and charges and 
disburses indirect costs associated with these contracts and 
grants. 
--
---
FIGURE 2 
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FIGURE 1 

ENGINEERING RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT INSTITUTE ORGANIZATION 
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5. Facilities and Resources 
The physical facilities available to support Institute activities 
include all SENG School and Department space, and Building 04 -­
the Applied Research and Development facility. 
Applied R&D activities would take place mainly in Building 04. 
Limited use of other campus instructional laboratories and 
equipment for R&D purposes is also feasible. However, first 
priority for the use of such facilites must be given to direct 
instructional purposes. 
Achievement of the objectives listed earlier will require 
significant planning, resources, and time. Providing the 
framework of support for faculty and the establishment of ties 
with goverment and industry will be a process of continual 
evolution from the existing relatively low levels to the higher 
levels that correspond with attainment of the goals and 
objectives. 
Space, facilities, equipment, and personnel are also required for 
the administrative support structure. Initial administrative 
space has been identified, and initial equipment is being 
acquired. 
Establishment of an effective information system will require 
development of links with government and industry 
representatives. The existing links established with the SENG 
Advisory Board members provide an invaluable basis, and will need 
to be developed further. A formal publication system will also 
be required to assure that Institute products are readily 
available to sponsors and the engineering community. The campus 
Grants Development Office and the University Relations Office 
will each have an important role to play in providing information 
on the availability of certain types of sponsored activities. 
A prime need to permit growth of Institute activities will be 
adequate resources. Potel'ltial sources include government and 
industry direct grants, and a portion of the indirect costs 
(overhead) charged on sponsored projects. The campus and school 
can also provide resources. SENG can provide limited initial 
administrative support and equipment to assist in initial 
development of the Institute. 
-26­
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BUDGET 
The operating budget of the proposed Institute will be closely 
aligned to the revolving level of industrial support and project 
generated funds returned to the Institute. No state funds are 
requested. The following tabulations provide initial estimates 
for first year costs. 
Director 
Clerical support 
Operations and equipment 
0.25 time 
$20,000 
$25,000 
Potential revenue sources include the State Budget (for 
instructional and research activities), donations (from industry, 
individuals, and foundations), contracts (with industry and 
government), and loans (from foundations, banks, or private 
sources). 
6. Development Plan and Schedule 
Preparation and implementation of the development plan involves 
the following steps: 
a. 	 Review, revise, and approve this Institute Proposal. 
Approval steps include the SENG Council, review by the 
Dean's Advisory Council, and the Academic Senate, and 
the President. ­
b. 	 Acquire short-term funding and resource support to 
initiate Institute. 
c. 	 Establish Institute Administrative support office. 
d. 	 Establish Advisory Board. 
e. 	 Implement policies to direct use of facilities and 
support. 
f. 	 Develop information system plan. 
g. 	 Acquire required resources and implement plaris. 
h. 	 Monitor progress and update and amend plans as needed. 
The schedule for the conduct of these steps during the 1989-1990 
academic year requires approval and implementaton of the 
Institute by the start of Fall 1990. 
-27­
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Information System Plan 
The information system plan will be developed to facilitate 
faculty access to public service, research and development, and 
other professional development opportunities. The plan will 
include provision and dissemination of current sponsored project 
information (e.g. Commerce Business Daily), and organization of 
meetings and site visits for faculty and industry and government 
representatives. 
The plan will establish a research and development publications 
system; and establish methods to assure that industry and 
government staff gain access to Cal Poly Engineering R&D 
services, products, and repo1~ts . Special reports will be 
developed and delivered to organizations donating funds for 
Institute activities. The plan will also assure that adequate 
telephone service and data-link connections to campus and 
off-campus computing facilities are available for Institute 
purposes. 
An annual report will also be prepared that documents the 
Institute activities. 
• ' 
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BYLAWS OF THE INSTITUTE 
These bylaws are applicable within the authorization established 
by the Board of Trustees of California State University and the 
Calfornia Polytechnic State University. 
ARTICLE I - NAME 
The name of this organization shall be the 
AND DEVELOPMENT INSTITUTE, referred to in 
INSTITUTE. 
ENGINEERING RESEARCH 
these bylaws as the 
ARTICLE II - PURPOSE AND POLICIES 
Section I - Purposes 
The INSTITUTE is a non-profit organization established to promote 
and facilitate interprofessional collaboration and inquiry 
through advanced studies, research and public service, and to 
provide for further professional development of both faculty and 
students within the School of Enqineering by these activities. 
Section 2 - Policies 
The policies of the INSTITUTE shall be in harmony with the 
policies of the Californa State Univer~ity and the California 
Polytechnic state University. 
Section 3 - Dissolution 
In the event the INSTITUTE is dissolved, its assets remaining 
after payment of, or provision for payment of, all debts and 
liabilities shall be distributed to the California Polytechnic 
State University Foundation in trust for the University. 
ARTICLE III - MEMBERSHIP 
Section I - Class of Membership 
Only faculty of the California Polytechnic State Unive~sity, San 
Luis Obispo, and faculty-selected students, research associates, 
staff and consultants shall be members of the INSTITUTE. The 
class of membership shall be as follows: 
a. - Faculty 
Faculty members are those individuals under contract 
with the University with faculty rank. 
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b. - Associates 
Associates are those individuals working on Institute 
activities and who are granted time dependent status 
with the INSTITUTE and its activities. 
c. - Staff 
Staff members are those individuals serving the 
University in either an instructional or 
non-instructional capacity. Staff members have 
University affiliation. 
d. - Consultant 
Consultant members are those individuals serving the 
University on a per diem basis. Consultant members do 
not have University affiliation. 
e. - Student 
Student members are those individuals engaged in study 
at the University on either a full-time or part-time 
basis. 
f. - Advisory Board Member 
Advisory Board members are those persons selected by 
the University and the School of Engineering to serve 
in an advisory capacity to other INSTITUTE members. 
Section 2 - Admission to Membership 
a. - Eligibility 
All interested faculty of the University can be 
associated with the INSTITUTE if so desired. All 
members of other classes are required to have written 
agreements to serve the INSTITUTE and its programs. 
b. - Proposals of Members 
Any faculty members engaged in an INSTITUTE program may 
propose candidates for membership for some duration of 
service in one or more programs. 
c. - Acknowledgement of Membership 
The Director of the INSTITUTE shall acknowledge members 
with the consent of the Executive Committee. 
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Section 3 - Terms 
Terms of members shall be determined by the Executive Committee. 
Section 4 - Fees and Dues 
There shall be no fees or dues paid by members. 
ARTICLE IV - ADMINISTRATION 
Section I - Personnel 
Administrators shall consist of a Director, Assistant 
Director(s), Associate(s), and those others selected by the 
University with the consent of the School of Engineering. 

Staff members are those individuals serving the University in an 

instructional or non-instructional program of the INSTITUTE. 

Staff members shall work under the direction of personnel listed. 

ARTICLE V - ADVISORY BOARD 

Section 1 - Composition 

The Advisory Board of the INSTITUTE shall consist of no more than 

7 individuals recommended by the Director to the Dean of the 

School of Engineering with the concurrence of the President of 

the University. 

Section 2 - Powers and Duties 

The Advisory Board shall provide advice and comment on INSTITUTE 

programs, shall engage in public relations and fund raising for 

INSTITUTE programs, and shall provide overall guidance and 

direction to the INSTITUTE. 

Section 3 - Meetings 

. 
The Advisory Board shall meet at least one a year to review 
INSTITUTE programs and to provide general direction to the 
INSTITUTE. The Board may elect to meet for special purposes at 
any other times upon agreement of a majority of Board members. 
Section 4 - Number Constituting a Quorum 
A majority of members shall constitute a quorum. 
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ARTICLE VI - FISCAL POLICIES 
Section 1 - Fiscal Year 
The fiscal year shall be in accordance with the University. 
Section 2 - Accounts and Audit 
The books and accounts of the INSTITUTE shall be kept by the 
California Polytechnic state Unviersity Foundation in accordance 
with standard accounting practices, and shall be audited annually 
in accordance with University policies. 
ARTICLE VII - OPERATING GUIDELINES 
The Executive Committee may develop operating guidelines to 
implement these bylaws. 
ARTICLE VIII - AMENDMENTS 
The bylaws may be amended by a 2/3 vote of the members of the 
Advisory Board voting at any meeting of the INSTITUTE, provided 
that each member has received an advance notification of the 
proposed amendments. 
., 
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Adopted: ______ 
ACADEMIC SENATE 
OF 

CALIFORNIA POLYTECHNIC STATE UNIVERSITY 

San Luis Obispo, California 

Background statement: 
Sponsored project direct costs are usually identified as those costs directly related to the 
project itself. Other costs are incurred which are called indirect costs or overhead and 
include the purchase of desks, tables, and equipment, which are one time purchases, as 
well as such items as telephone use, heating, and custodial services. Start up costs are a 
special case of the normal overhead. This resolution addresses the normal overhead and 
the special start up costs associated with the initiation and operation of Building 04, 
ARDFA. 
Indirect costs have been traditionally used at Cal Poly to cover administrative costs of 
sponsored programs in the FoundatiOn and university Business Office and sponsored 
programs development in the Grants Development Office. Indirect costs remaining after 
these costs have been met have been distributed according to a formula that sends 50 
percent to the Academic Research Committee for CARE grants, 40 percent to the 
department responsible for the award to assist in the continued development of that 
grant an similar ones, and 10 percent to the principal investigator for her/his 
professional development. This formula was most recently reviewed by the Academic 
Senate and revised in 1987. 
Grants are normally conducted in campus facilities supported by the instructional 
program. A faculty member may use her/his own office, or a portion of a laboratory 
when it is not used for a classroom activity. As such, a research activity may encounter 
only minimal problems in getting set up. 
When the School of Engineering vacated Building 04, the building was reassigned for 
Applied Research and Development Facility and Activities (ARDFA). When the 
Engineering departments relocated to Building 13, they removed from Building 04 many 
useful appurtenances and relocated their programs to the new building. In doing so, they 
left what is essentially a warehouse. A three··year attempt to develop this building as a 
university-wide research facility failed because of a lack of funds to initiate and sustain 
it. 
Building 04 has now been made available to the School of Engineering as an applied 
research and development facility. Since the ARDFA facility has no ongoing instructional 
program to use as a base for the develo{'ment and maintenance of its research facilities, 
and funds are needed to make it operational and sustain its activity, it is proposed that 
the indirect costs recovered from Foundation ARDFA Sponsored Projects be used in 
assisting ARDFA development. In order for 1the School of Engineering to properly use 
the building for the purposes intended, funds are required to renovate and mstall 
equipment which can be used for research grants and contracts, and to maintain overhead 
for direct project costs. 
The Campus Administrative Manual places limitations and restrictions on the use of 
overhead for direct project costs: "Because indirect costs are real expenses, funds 
recovered through indirect costs reimbursement are not available to provide additional 
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support for the direct expenses of a project" (CAM 543.1). It does not, however, restrict 
the use of indirect costs for overhead type activities such as general equipment purchase, 
equipment maintenance, and operational costs. This resolution proposes another way of 
treating indirect costs consistent with the current policies in CAM. 
AS- -89/___ 
RESOLUTION ON 

CAM 543 REGARDING INDIRECT COST SHARING (ARDFA FACILITIES) 

WHEREAS, 	 Indirect cost recovery is intended to assist the university in the 
development and maintenance of research facilities; and 
WHEREAS, 	 The current overhead sharing plan does not allow for advances to a grant 
or a contract to assist in the development of facilities; and 
WHEREAS, 	 The current guidelines for CARE grants recognizes the development of 
research facilities as an important method for encouraging research on 
campus; therefore, be it 
RESOLVED: 	 That the Academic Senate endorse the concept that up to 40 percent of 
the indirect costs recovered on Foundation Sponsored Projects using the 
applied research and development facility exclusively, may be utilized for 
the development, operation, and maintenance of the facility. This concept 
will be an administrative exception to the Campus Administrative Manual 
Section 543 for a three-year trial period with annual review by the 
Research Committee. The concept should ensure that the committee 
receives from the projects utilizing the ARDFA facility a percentage for 
CARE grants not less than the percentage of total campus indirect costs 
allocated for CARE grants in AY 1988-1989. 
Proposed By: 
Research Committee 
July 18, 1989 
Revised: September 14, 1989 
·' 
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'· 543 Indirect Costs--Definition -34-
Indirect costs are defined by the Department of Health and Human 
Services (OHHS) as those costs incurred 1n the development, adminis­
tration, 	and running of sponsored programs that go over and above the 
direct costs of any spec1fic project. These costs include expenses
for space and facilities, office and laboratory equipment, mainte­
nance, 	 util itfes, library use, accounting functions, depart­
mental 	 and school administration , university administration, and 
program development, as they are incurred on government and 
privately sponsored research, development, instructiona l, trainfng,
service, and demonstration projects. 

The indirect cost rate is negotiated periodicall_y with the DHHS and 

changes 	to reflect shifts in costs. Project deveTopers should consult 

the Grants Development Office to determine current rates before 

discussing indirect costs with prospective sponsors. 

543.1 	 Policy on Indirect Cost Recovery 
The university wfll seek full indirect costs rei rrtursement for 
each sponsored activity, whether administered through the university 
or through the Foundat~on. Because indirect costs are real expenses,
funds recovered through indirect costs rei rrb u rsement are not avail­
abl~ to 	 provide additional support for the direct expenses of a 
proJect. 
543.2 	 Utilization of Indirect Funds 
As indirect cost reimbursements for 
fiscally either by the university or 
accumulated, they may be utilized by 
projects administered 
by the Foundation are 
the respective business 
offices to pay for the financial administration of the projects
accordins to t ne approved rate. All other funds shall be placed in 
appropriate Foundation or university trust accounts designated
"Unallocated Overhead," which is to be used for coverins associated 
costs as 	well as for sharing throug hout the university. 
543.3 	 Report on Expenditure Jf Indirect Costs and Proposed Utilization 
At the b~inning of each fiscal year (or more frequently if reguired)
the Associate Vice President Grac:luate Studies, Research, and Faculty
Development in cooperation with the Vice President for Business Affairs 
and the Foundat:~n Executive Direct~r will develop a summary
statement that will include the following: 
A. Indirect cost income durins previous fiscal year, including any
balance 	of unused indirect costs reirrtursements remaining in the 
trust accounts. 
B. Charges during the previous fiscal year for: 
1. University fiscal administration * 
~- Foundation fiscal administration and reserves 
C. The Associate Vice P~esident for Graduate Studies, Research, and 
Faculty Development will use the above statement as the basis for 
developing a proposal fer the use of unallocated overheads during
the current year. The propcsal wil l be developed in consu ltation 
with the 	Acad8mic Senate Research Conunittee. Its objective shal 1 
be to fund ad~quately each of the fo llowing in priority: 
1. Supplerr~ntary budget support for the Grants Development Office; 
* 2. Reserve fer program dsvelopment/contingency; and 
Revised June 1988 j * 
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3. Uncommitted funds for use by the university, including funds 
remaining after the termination of fixed-price contracts. 
The above summary statement and p roposa1 w111 be reviewed and 
endorsed by the Vice President for Academic Affairs and sent to the 
President for approval. 
543.4 Policy for Maintenance and Utilization of Reserve for Program
Development/Contingency 
The goal of the reserve for program development/contingency is a * 
level sufficient to assure adequa1:e resources for the continuing 
support of the grants development activity. Its use will be restrictea 
generallx to costs associated with major proposal development or grant
negotiat1on and to reserves necessary to ensure continu1ty in funding
for the Grants Development Office. Recommendat'ions for expenditures 
are made by the Director of Grants DeveloP.rr.ent and approved by the 
fl.ssociate Vice President for Graduate Studies, Research, and Faculty
Development. 
543.5 Policy for Allocating Uncommitted Indirect Cost Reimbursements 
Uncommitted overhead funds approved for allocation will be distributed 
in the following manner and for the following purposes. 
f.ifty ~ercent of uncommitted indirect cost reirrbursements will be * 
availabie to the Academic Senate Research Committee, which will solicit 
proposals from the faculty for research, development, and other 
scholarly and creative activities and recomrr.end grants subject to the 
approval of the Vice President for Academic Affairs. The program under 
which t;"le Academic Senate Research Committee recommends ~roposa1 s to 
the Vice President for Academic Affairs is called CARE, for Creative 
Activity/Resea~=h Effort. 
Forty percent of the uncommitted overhead will go to the administrative 
unit directly sponsoring the project (e.g., department, dean's office, 
institute, or center. These funds are not discretionary, but are 
restricted funds, intended to be used to re inforce and foster such 
activities as those that led to the grant that earned them, including 
~dditional support to the individual project investigators. Ten 
percent will go to the individual project ai rector for professional
development ac-civities. 
544 Paten~ Policy and Procedures 
The university, by its very nature has an cbl igation to serve the 
public interes~. In order to do this effective ly, it is necassary that 
the university have a patent program which wi ll make inventions arising
in the course of university research available to the public interest 
ur.cer conditions that will promote effective development and 
utilization. 
The university also recognizes its need to assist faculty and staff 
mer..bers of the university in all matters related to patents based on 
discoveries and inventions developed in situations such as those in 
which the university has no vested interest, i.e., those which are 
developed by a faculty or staff member on personal ti~e and without the 
use of university fac1liti~s. 
Revised June 1988 I * ) 

-36- Figure A 
Average Project 

Direct and Indirect Costs 

Recovered 1987/88 

$118,000 

INDIRECT 
COSTS 
$18,000 
-
DIRECT COSTS 
$100,000 
-37- Figure B 

Overhead Distribution, Average Project 
1987/88 

$118,000 
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$3,000 Grants Development 
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Indirect Costs 
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Budget 
Canst & Bylaws 
Curriculum 
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Fairness Board 
GE&B 
Instruction 
Library 
Long-Range Pig 
Personnel Policies 
Research 
Status of Women 
Student Affairs 
UPLC 
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CONTINUING COMMITTEE CHARGES FOR 1989-1990 
Ongoing charges include PCP process, lottery funds, A Y budget for 
campus, budget impact of curriculum proposals, and long-range planning 
for budget cuts. Special projects include (1) revision of the existing 
"resource requirements" reporting document, (2) development of a 
systematic method for evaluating PCP's by various committees, and (3) 
development of a financial contingency plan for continued future 
financial reductions in budget. 
None 
( l) study of academic minors, (2) review of course proposals tabled 
during Spr Qtr '89, (3} delineation of courses as to major, support, 
GE&B categories, concentrations, emphasis areas, etc. Possible revisions 
of CAM, (4) prerequisites to graduate courses, enrollments in grad 
courses, (5) grade prerequisites (C/C-}, (6) number of units allowable for 
project courses (experiential education}, (7) consultation with support 
course departments, (8) review of numerous questions raised during the 
review of the I990-92 catalog materials. 
DTA Awards, Trustees' Outstanding Professor Award 
Election of senators, statewide senators, Research/UPLC Committees, and 
special elections as requested by the President. 
Student grievances 
(I) ongoing review of GE&B proposals, (2) monitoring of Area F.2 
courses, (3) alternate ways of packaging GE&B courses, (4) future 
assessment of the G.E. Transfer Curriculum once transfer students are 
admitted under its guidelines. 
Revise Resolution on Fall Conference Week, (2) review/analyze 

CAPTURE, (3) review/recommend modifications in the document 

"Academic Calendar Norms and Definitions," (4) study/recommend 

changes in the tentative Academic Calendar for I992-93. 

Library funding; ways of generating additional funding. 
(I) follow up on past LRPC resolutions, (2) follow up on planning 
section of W ASC self-study, (3) further discussion of committee 
assignments with Academic Planning Committee and Campus Planning 
Committee. 
(I) revision of CAM 34 , (2) sale of complimentary texts, (3) 

evaluation of probationary faculty and lecturers. 

(I) CARE grants, (2) Student Research Competition, (3) 
review/recommendations re Faculty Professional Development Plan ... and 
Sabbatical Leaves. 
(1) Sexual Harassment Brochure Resolution, (2) Mento ring Program 

Resolution. 

(l) priorities for adding courses, (2) excessive daily coursework, (3) 
change of major process, (4} add/drop resolution, (5) +/- grading option, 
(6) resolution ... nominating students ... Research Competition. 
(l) review/rank leave applications, (2) develop document re "Faculty 
Professional Development Implementation Plan," (3) resolution re 
submittal/deadline of leave requests. 
.. .... . 

SUMMARY OF ALLOCATION OF INDIRECT COSTS EARNED DURING 
ACADEMIC YEAR 1987/88* 
School/Unit 

School of Agriculture 

School of Architecture 

School of Engineering 

Foundation 

Information Systems 

School of Science & Math 

School/Unit 
School of Agriculture 
School of Architecture 
School of Engineering 
Foundation 
Information Systems 
School of Science & Math 
Academic Senate Research Committee 
Administrative Unit 
$13,100 
4,331 
8,009 
413 
65 
11,503 
$37,421 
Project Director 
$ 3,226 
1,077 
1,959 
103 
-0­
2,843 
$ 9,208 
$46,637 
FIXED PRICE CONTRACT RESERVE DISTRIBUTION 

Originating Unit 
School of Agriculture 
School of Engineering 
School of Science & Math 
Originating Unit 
School of Agriculture 
School of Engineering 
School of Science & Math 
Academic Senate Research Committee 
Administrative Unit 
$ 608 
1,900 
266 
$ 2 774 
Project Director 
$ 152 
475 
67 
$ 694 
$ 3,467 
* Funds distributed in Academic Year 1988-89 following the fomiU!a described in CAM 543. Total 
distributed during the year was $100,201. 
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